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MSH awarded Planetree designation
Metro South Health has become the first health
service in Australia to be recognised for
excellence in person-centred care by
Planetree International.

Planetree International said the Planetree committee was
particularly impressed with Metro South Health’s unique
experiential learning program.
“The experience of Metro South Health shows what can
be accomplished when a team of deeply committed,
supremely innovative and highly-driven caregivers take
the courageous leap to re-define priorities and reorganise systems to put patients first,” Ms Frampton
said.

Planetree International is a not-for-profit
organisation that has been at the forefront of
the movement to transform healthcare from the
perspective of patients for 40 years.
Metro South Health Chief Executive Dr
Stephen Ayre said the Bronze Planetree
designation recognises exceptional
healthcare that goes far beyond
treatment and recognises the
unique needs of each patient.

Dr Ayre said it was a testament to
Planetree’s importance and place
at Metro South Health that half the
workforce - an incredible 7,750 staff
members - completed the online
training module and 3,700 attended a
Planetree Reflective Practice Workshop.

“While Metro South Health
has always delivered highquality, person-centred care,
our shared commitment
to achieving Planetree
designation has renewed
our focus on the good work
already happening across
the organisation,” Dr Ayre
said.

“The workshop helped Metro South
Health to understand the patient
perspective better. It also emphasised
the importance of our clinicians and
support staff looking after themselves
so they can continue to care for
others,” Dr Ayre said.
Metro South Consumer Advisor Anna
Voloschenko said the project had
involved comprehensive discussions and
focus groups with staff, patients and their
families.

Dr Ayre said Planetree
provided an evidencebased program that helped
organisations to align systems
and processes that promoted
continue and positive organisation
culture change.

“Person-centred care is a phrase that is
used by most health services throughout
Australia. What it really means and how it is
practiced is often lost in rhetoric.

“We know that a focus on person-centred
care results in better clinical outcomes,
improved patient satisfaction and decreased
infection rates,” he said.
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“We have seen far outcomes when family and
carers are included as partners in the care
experience whenever possible.”
In awarding bronze certification, Susan Frampton, President of

“What is different about Metro South
Health is the commitment of the whole organisation to do
better and place the patients and their family at the centre
of what they do.

online

“What Metro South Health has achieved across the whole
organisation over the past two years has been nothing short of
incredible.”
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Emergency! There is something growing on
the faces of our Logan Hospital ED team!
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The boys have put down their razors to grow their mo’s
to raise money and help other guys tackle prostate and
testicular cancer, mental health and suicide.
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Dr Dan Weston said the Movember team included doctors,
nurses, allied health staff, radiographers and mental
health teams.
“Currently we have 37 members and have raised just over
$2,200,” he said.

Not to be outdone, our ED girls have also jumped on board To donate to the Logan Hospital ED team visit
in support of Movember and their Logan “hairoes” mates. https://moteam.co/logans-hairoes?mc=1

Nurses in
Logan-Bayside medical and
surgical ward nurses are taking
part in a much anticipated
research project at Redland
Hospital.

virtual simulation
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CNC Dementia and Delirium at PAH Fred
Graham said he was five years into his
PhD with QUT and three years into his
research of building virtual simulation
that combined video and avatars to study
nurses’ decision making.
He said it would also develop the
potential for new on-line interactive
learning.
“The study will establish an evidencebase about the clinical decisionmaking of RN s when caring for older
hospitalised patients and will evaluate
the effectiveness and potential for using
this style of virtual simulation for future
training,” Fred said.
“Nurses get to view patient behaviour
through watching video and then
interacting with the avatar characters in
the video.”
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Logan Hospital will also participate in the
research study this week.
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Anyone wanting more information can email
Frederick.Graham@health.qld.gov.au or
phone 3176 5032.
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about each other!
You may have heard articles on the news lately
talking about the influence that bullying in
healthcare can have on patient safety. An article
in the Medical Journal of Australia on November
5th sparked media interest in the subject because
it said that unprofessional behaviour is endemic
in Australian Hospitals. Not only is there a large
volume of evidence that a large proportion of
doctors and nurses have been subjected to
discrimination, bullying and harassment at work,
there is also growing evidence that such behaviour
is associated with poorer patient outcomes to the
extent that even simple rudeness and disrespect
within a hospital team can result in poor team
performance. Within these media reports mention
was made of attempts by hospitals to get rid of such
negative behaviour by introducing professional
accountability programs.
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We at Logan Hospital are proud to be one of the
flagship hospitals in Australia to introduce such a
professional accountability program. Our C.A.R.E.
(Civility and Respect in Everything) program
was introduced in February of this year. It is an
anonymous reporting system within Logan and
Beaudesert Hospitals which seeks to call out this

unprofessional behaviour and encourage positive
professional behaviour. By being anonymous the
barrier of having to report this type of behaviour
to superiors is removed. The purpose is not to
investigate incidents, but to have trained peer
messengers convey to the subject of the report the
perceived effects of their behaviour on others. The
intention is to encourage reflection and behaviour
change. Since the system was launched we have
had 69 positive and negative feedback submissions
which have resulted in the delivery of 49 feedback
conversations. Ideally, we would like to see the
culture in Logan and Beaudesert Hospitals be such
that unprofessional behaviour can be dealt with
face to face but in those difficult scenarios where
this is not possible then an anonymous report to
the C.A.R.E. feedback tool can be used so that a
gentle nudge from a peer messenger will help us or
our colleagues to reappraise our inter professional
communication style.
The C.A.R.E. feedback tool is available on QHEPS, on
the Logan and Beaudesert home page, accessed via
internet explorer, under popular quick links on the
right-hand side of the page. Take a look and spread
the word.

Another FUTURE HOSPITAL Program Initiative
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Dr Anna Hallett, Staff Anaesthetist
Logan Hospital Safety Champion

C IVILITY
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E VERYTHING
Provide feedback to your colleagues

who have championed or undermined a culture of
civility, respect, professionalism and safety today!

Click here to access the C.A.R.E. Program
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The PD team at Logan Hospital
is speaking in all different
languages after the launch of its
new “Hello Board”.
Clinical Facilitator and Clinical Nurse
Renal Services Brendan Zornig said the
team provided care for patients from 20
different language-speaking backgrounds
and that many of those patients did not
speak any English and so were unable to
communicate without an interpreter.
“In an effort to make the PD unit a more
welcoming place for these patients, the
PD team have implemented a new patientcentred quality initiative,” he said.
“The Hello Board features a map of the
world displaying a
greeting translated
into the 20 different
languages of our
PD patients.
“The staff have
been learning to
say hello in all of
these languages,
with some

pronunciation advice from the patients,
and they are now able to greet their
patients in their own language.”
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Brendan said the initiative had received
overwhelmingly positive feedback from
patients and that new patients to the
service had since insisted that their
language be included on the board as
well.
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Logan Hospital’s Division of Surgery Leadership team met for a planning workshop recently. The
discussion was wide-ranging and allowed team members the opportunity and time for frank discussions of
issues which is rarely possible in the daily work routine.
There were presentations from several members of the team and Damien Searle, Director of Healthcare
Improvement Unit from the QH Clinical Excellence Division also attended and commended the Division’s
achievements especially in elective surgery and endoscopy.
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It was identified that our Perioperative Service is ripe for re-design and a small working group was formed
to improve our service to patients in this key area. The workshop was facilitated courtesy of Future
Hospital Program’s Tim Winstone, Deba Biswas and Michelle Reardon.

Featured (L to R): Deba Biswas, Tim Winstone, Alicia Cappello, Hailie Uren, Dr Aisling Fleury, Dr Peter Wysocki, Lisa Provan,
Dr Jamie Musson, Kellie Sosnowski, Dr Sunil Sane, Dr Matthew Burstow, Dr Brian McGowan, Duncan Jaffrey, Dawn Sephton-Taylor,
Lisa Smith, Dr Tony Lentz, Wendy Rintala, Dr Mano Haran, Dr Iulian Nusem, Michelle Reardon and Damien Searle.
Absent from photo: Dr Bernard Whitfield, Dr Dale Seierup, Dr Anna Hallett, Di Jones and Steven Johns.

PANDA staff
turn Xmas

elves

Logan Hospital’s Child
Protection Unit elves
are at it again this
Christmas, collecting
gifts for children in
out-of-home (foster)
care.

Metro South Health

16 DAYS OF

ACTIVISM

Orange the World #HearMeToo

25 November–10 December 2018

What we know:
1 in 3 women experience
physical violence by
another person

On average, 8 women a day are
hospitalised after being assaulted
by their spouse or partner

1 in 4 women experience
physical violence by an
intimate partner

On average, more than
1 woman a week is
killed by their current
or former partner

The time for change is here and now.
Violence against women is preventable.
Staff can drop off gifts to
the PANDA Unit tree from
now until December 16.
The PANDA Unit is located
on level 3, Building 3.

If you or someone you know is experiencing domestic
and family violence, you can contact:
Brisbane Domestic Violence Service
07 3217 2544
DVConnect
1800 811 811
Optum Employee Assistance
1800 604 640
1800RESPECT
1800 737 732
If you are in immediate risk please contact Police on 000
Source: Australian Institute of Health and Welfare. (2018).
Family, domestic and sexual violence in Australia 2018 (Cat. no. FDV 2). Canberra: AIHW.
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Metro South Health Unites to End Violence
#16days #orangemsh #notnownotever

